


PRODUCER BLEND V 

The blend chosen by Alex for the community pasture paddock was 

built on experience with previous pasture rejuvenation projects. 

Seed was sourced from local dealer. 

Legumes 

14% Peace alfalfa 

25% Aurora alsike clover 

Grasses 

7% Carlton smooth brome 

8% Fleet meadow brome 

30% orchardgrass 

16% tall fescue 

Narrowing down your selection 

If the tool provides a long list of suitable forages, some narrowing down of selection can help. Adding more field 

characteristics can help reduce the number of suggestions but may also eliminate desired choices. Area knowledge and 

prior seeding experience can help narrow down the selection to forages which are known to do well in the project area. 

The community pasture has tried and tested mixtures which have done well in the past. In this case, the Forage U-Pick tool 

could be helpful in adding diversity to the mix. For example, the core mixture may already be determined through field 

experience but the producer may be interested in adding one or two new forages to see how they are performing or to have 

a more diverse forage mixture. For a more detailed recommendation, the results from the tool should be compared against 

site specific experience and /or reviewed with a professional agrologist. 
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